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Jupiter trine Uranus Thursday September 25th 2:20 PM
Mercury ingress Scorpio Saturday September 27th 6:40 PM

Venus ingress Libra Monday September 29th 4:53 PM
Mercury retrograde Saturday October 4th 1:03 PM

Full Moon Lunar eclipse in Aries Wednesday October 8th 6:52 AM
Mercury ingress Libra Friday October 10th 1:28 PM
Sun ingress Scorpio Thursday October 23rd 7:58 AM

Venus ingress Scorpio Thursday October 23rd 4:53 PM
Uranus retrograde in Aries throughout cycle

Neptune retrograde in Pisces throughout cycle
next new Moon Thursday October 23rd 5:58 PM



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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Ongoing Themes

The deconstruction and reconstruction of social infrastructure.

A prudent look at all relationships.

These astrological themes are global in nature. The intention is to assist an individual awakening
to larger dramas and to find peace within themselves by knowing how personal dramas are
proportions of grander energy dynamics. Please accept these as samples and examples as none of
these energy dynamics can be defined in a conclusive way. As always what is significance is the
quality of an individual’s self appreciation which is shown to them through their emotional truth.

Questioning of long standing infrastructure.
Ending of historically established institutions.
New opportunities for revolutionary ideals.
The rise of a new practicality in terms of taking responsibility.

What does this relationship have to do with me?
How is my personal identity dependant on a particular relationship expectation?
Where is this relationship going?
It's time for me to leave this relationship, or, it's time for us to cut to the chase.

What values do I share with others?

Possible Ramifications:

Possible Ramifications:

How is this current relationship emotionally equivalent to a past relationship?

***
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Jupiter Uranus
Jupiter Chiron
Venus Vesta
Juno Vesta
Juno Venus
Pallas Athena Moon's north node
Saturn Pallas Athena
Saturn Moon's north node

(Leo) retrograde (Aries)
(Leo) retrograde (Pisces)

(Virgo) (Scorpio)
(Cancer) (Scorpio)
(Cancer) (Virgo)

(Libra) (Libra)
(Scorpio) (Libra)
(Scorpio) (Libra)

trine
quincunx
sextile
trine
sextile

conjunct
semi-sextile
semi-sextile



Individual self confidence openly expressed.

Mixing and merging of diverse opinion and culture.

Hesitation replaced by immediate action.
Personal options as valued property are protected and defended.
Assumed identity tested through real life incidents.
Beliefs considered facts justify bold social interaction.
Self interest dominates use of shared resources.

To what culture or opinion am I associated?
People as a global nation begin to prioritize what they have in common.
Separation due to cultural adherence loses ground.
Some long held notions of truth or reality now seen as delusions.
A seeking for a new compassion model which services global harmony.
Inspired artistic expressions blend cultures and unify interest.

Possible Ramifications:

Possible Ramifications:

Overview
New Moon in Virgo

Wednesday September 24th 2014 2:15 AM EST

***
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M
any relationships and partnerships will change in some way during this Libra Moon
cycle. The value of a relationship can become greater, powerful alliances in some
cases evolved or created. The ability to accept a new world and allow old ways to be

written into the history books lifts a weight off some allowing new ways of relating to entrain
and please the individual. Many people may have felt reborn in the last couple of years and now
this excitement builds. A sense that a second wind is blowing in their direction is feeling good
and encouraging. This new life or rebirth will transform how many individuals experience
partnerships as a willingness to learn from long past difficulties gives them a wisdom which
facilitates a brighter outlook now. Shared projects can be a real joy for some as the mere
opportunity to link up with others who share the same special interest occurs. If there is a caution
here it is not to get too fluffed up about one's self, keep it real and keep one's eyes on the prize
and all should be grand. A trine between Juno in Cancer and Vesta in Scorpio indicates a strong
urge to create family or extend family, to be domestic as if it is a life purpose and quite an
important matter in terms of one's bigger life plan.

Social relationships can change suddenly as many become active or perhaps break through
dormancy. There will be those who all of a sudden want to get right in there with some big
important happening. Social freedom is the core fuel here and this is a global impulse. The Libra
influence can cause some to rocket into action once they believe they have a partner, that they are
not alone. For some it will be aggressive words, action in the form of communications can begin
to quickly escalate. Again it is the assumed assurance that the outspoken individuals have a real
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partnership behind them which enforces their current confidence. The identity of these people is
an important factor as well. Who the individual believes they are and who they believe others
are, a who's who sort of concern, will affect things as many will feel the urge to be admired or
will begin to admire others more openly. This identity admiration, like a party craze, will affect
particular relationships and partnerships. Some new ones formed others altered and others
ending. Activities will be organized quickly or be spontaneous events. Community or public
spaces become stages for such actions. The common threads which are connecting the public are
an increased compassion which is prioritized over logic, a need to respond to one's own sense of
right to freedom, and the changing systems which are intended to facilitate community on
practical levels. Also to be included in this dynamic mix is the increased prudent attitude and
focus by some, many, to be absolutely clear about agreements and terms of agreements as the
important subject of security and the values which sustain security are to them very serious
matters. Partnerships which are moving with infrastructure changes which are affecting our
social systems and moving with altering environmental/weather changes and challenges will
better find realistic solutions. There are things going on which are very real and for some it may
be difficult to accept that the past is past and that we are quickly moving into a new way of being
communities. If these new ways can benefit the optimistic and the inspired who believe better
times are coming then they will come. Yet for some these changes can be seen as doom or
trouble on top of trouble. The method right now is to feel the security you possess by the way it
is reflected in your partnerships and relationships. In a sense humanity is being challenged to be
good to each other as if their survival depends on it. Being good to one another is a natural way
and it is this that perhaps we are moving toward.

Some will renew their interest in partnerships as the promise for a better opportunity in terms of
security feels more likely. Being able to allow the similarities between ones self and another to
become increasingly apparent enforces the power of a partnership as the individuals are able to
relate to each other and understand each other in a more extensive and effective way. The
common denominator between many individuals when discovered recognized and acknowledged
will bring them together in an advanced way creating a team who's effort will be mutually
reinforced, they will become strong. The choice of the individual to allow themselves to become
involved with others under such condition, that they are not giving up their individualized
priority, will lead to new avenues of power and increase the effectiveness of the team while also
evolving the comprehension of the individual. Understanding relationship in terms of mirroring
is set to take a grand leap during this Moon cycle. The manner in which intention and
cooperation are trusted and allowed is the by-product of awareness, the awareness that all is
connected and things, events, which encapsulate an individuals life are outcomes of their
expectations. Stepping into this trust is no more than elevating and expanding one's natural
propensity to common sense.

The individual who has a driving need to achieve public recognition cannot know the
connections between all things if their authority for this recognition is some form of external
validation. When the need for recognition is the need to be separate an individual will also limit
their relationship experiences. When an individual's popularity is the by-product of their integrity
and superior work this fame is less about themselves then it is about those who would deem them
as popular. Their fame is attributed by those who apply the accolade, their fame is the projection
of those who identify it. This idea of public popularity can become a big item for some right now
as indicated by Jupiter's Leo ingress back in mid July, and can affect relationship dynamics as we
cycle through a Libra Moon cycle.
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Pride can be easily amplified as indicated by Jupiter in Leo trine Uranus in Aries at the new
Moon. For some it will be important from either partnership relationship or any relationship to be
respected. What does this means to be respected?" The meaning of being respected will be
fleshed out as relationships will strive for harmony. Mutual admiration will work well yet at the
same time it must be based on honesty and integrity. This can happen naturally and gracefully
once the individuals are aware of their individual responsibilities in a like way. Allowing occurs
naturally once it is clear to those involved that thought creates. Mars in Sagittarius adds to the
fire sign energy and a grand trine is formed near the full Moon on October 8th. Spontaneous
actions are really great and can expedite a plan however if there is a gross lack of congruency
with the individual or individuals sudden actions can be an extension of the same denial which
fragments the effectiveness of uncoordinated actions and interests. On the other hand plans
coming from congruency and integrity leap forward as actions in partnerships and teams come
together in the most natural and spontaneous ways. If there is a clash of ideas, and this can most
certainly happen between determined individuals, a focusing on the bigger picture the mutual
benefit and the acceptance of working harmoniously together will allow a fusing harmony
around a shared vision. Details which for some are the substance of their partnership will be
closely monitored by certain individual's as indicated by the continued accent on Scorpio.
Successful partnerships will move beyond words and promises and instead show their worth
through effective actions and strong foundation they are in the business of forging.

***
Sun Sign

With this Moon cycle beginning in Libra the focus will be on trusting and valuing spontaneous
harmony with another. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted
from the perspective of recognizing remembering and choosing harmony with another
spontaneously in the moment. Such experience supports powerful relationships which resonate
toward balance and harmony in all portions of life. An evolution of self awareness occurs as this
area of harmony and balance is noticed and valued. Those born under the Sun sign Libra have a
natural propensity to harmony and balance. Not to exclude others as we all have Libra
somewhere in our personal astrology charts. Here is a simplified list intended to indicate where
each Sun sign would experience a cherishing of harmony in a natural way. There are many
accents in each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an
apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases we will see personal
alignments which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is
to clarify the basic inclination toward spontaneous harmony of each Sun sign and thus create
added meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I experience harmony with others by...

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

paying attention to the security and comfort my relationships allow me to experience.

how I choose to communicate and share ideas.

understanding how my feelings about relationship experiences imply self definition.

enjoying a spontaneous moment with another.

being self responsible in my relating experiences.
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Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

trusting and responding within the spontaneous moment with another.

allowing my partnerships to lead me somewhere special.

discovering how joy of sharing with another leads me to an expanded awareness.

enjoying my work and experiencing the spontaneous sharing I experience with the
public.

being connected and conversational when interacting socially.

knowing and accepting that the quality of harmony I experience is in resonance with a
vast social network.

***
Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

September 6th, 7th

October 7th & 8th

November 13th to 16th

January 2nd

February 24th

March 4th & 5th

April 3rd & 4th

May 10th to 13th

July 2nd & 3rd

August 28th
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Fourteen Period Format

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.
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01 Wednesday September 24th - new Moon in Libra 2:15 AM EST

All types of relationships are being highlighted now as we experience a Libra new Moon
followed by the 29 day lunar cycle. The Moon's north node currently transiting Libra brings an
added significance to this Moon cycle. Many communities world wide are experiencing some
sort of revolutionary dynamic and so now our personal relationships will be significant in ways
related to these massive grand changes. Scorpio is also dominate indicating deep insight and
mastery in how one reviews what is significant to their agreements and security. An exaggerated
presence of aggressive energy is indicated with fire signs Aries Leo and Sagittarius each having
transits by planets known for triggering actions. A Jupiter Uranus trine will be in place at the
beginning of the Moon cycle and will be joined by Mars in Sagittarius forming a grand trine
leading up to and during the full Moon October 8th. Spontaneous actions will be on the rise
which works best with those who have clearly defined intentions, their actions being congruent
with their vision and ultimate goal. Ideally the individual will discover special purpose and value
in their relationships and either continue or begin to enjoy success in the teams and groups they
are involved with. One on one partnerships are very important yet can only be understood from
an individual's sense of self responsibility. For example an individual's superior character will be
reflected in their partnerships. Mercury goes retrograde on October 4th and remains so until the
following new Moon October 23rd. In the midst of much activity, dynamic partnership strategies,
global social revolutions, a retrograde Mercury indicates a shift in attention, a space in time,
where the individual attempts to get their thoughts together. Some will be flooded by thoughts
related to unresolved understandings or miss communications, some will ponder the current
possibilities by comparing past situations to new ones. With all this fire energy throughout this
Moon cycle the individual is wise to intend safety and when necessary remain focused on
whatever current activity they are involved with, especially while Mercury is retrograde. Special
value in partnerships is potentially realized, this can be a turning point or new beginning for
those who seek special partnerships based on integrity harmony and mutual feelings of love and

Jupiter trine Uranus Thursday September 25th 2:20 PM
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respect.

Control over shared resources can become an important matter as the Moon makes a Scorpio
transit. Some may become more focused on the foundation their partnership actually has. Saturn
has been in Scorpio for some time now and before that the Moon's north node was there and so
we may have been concerned about shared resources for awhile. Contracts property money
employment agreements, who owns what, pooling resources to accomplish things, these things
and more come into focus now. As the Moon does it's quick two day plus journey through this
zodiac sign things which have been important for some time relative to the energy of Scorpio can
get an extra hit right now. Some may be inspired to share something which they believe can be of
value for another, or another may become suspicious as to what is going with a shared
responsibility. Ultimately this is about sharing and surviving together in a harmonious way. A
need to care for our family and the need to remind ourselves as to what is most sacred in our life
can also occur now as indicated by both Ceres and Vesta transiting Scorpio. Cooperation moves
from words and ideas from plans and strategies to actual events which involve substance when
Scorpio becomes highlighted. An ability to be really good at something is also very Scorpio, for
example some may begin to show how they are really good at prioritizing their family, or
prioritizing their business success. As this is a Libra Moon cycle those who are involved in
partnerships which are supported by all involved parties can very well see their plans clearly
defined and the relevant actions taken in a beneficial way.

Actions taken now could have ramifications which play out over the next few weeks. There is
lots of fire energy all ready and now with the Moon making a Sagittarius ingress the impulse to
action will increase. Jupiter, Sagittarius ruling planet, currently transiting Leo will be a go to
action energy where some individuals will feel the need to let others know they are significant.
Of course the culprit for difficulty is an over the top concern for public reputation which
typically implies external validation. Jupiter in Leo can fluff up those who are wanting to be well
known. Lack of solid experience in being involved with the public from this perspective can be
easily disregarded and so for some there can be difficulty, others great success. Allowing one's
reputation and fame to be the by-product of their integrity is the way to go and indeed this will
also occur for many. Spontaneous actions sparked by inspiration, likely triggered by a
harmonious partnership, can become big movers for some people, great satisfaction and life
changing events can occur. Enjoying the process or being along for the ride which will best serve
this large amount of fire energy, assuming that one has already clearly set their intentions. Mars
currently transits Sagittarius indicating a leap toward multitasking, take care not to take on too
many tasks. Also the continuing transit of Uranus through Aries summed with these other fire
sign accents will affect community and social actions. Social freedom may be the impetus which
causes some to take unexpected actions as they suddenly transfer their concern for freedom and
equal rights to group actions.

For more interpretation on the current Moon cycle considering visiting the full report and
reviewing the general description there, go to pathfinderreport.com.

Mercury ingress Scorpio Saturday September 27th 6:40 PM

Venus ingress Libra Monday September 29th 4:53 PM

02 Friday September 26th - Moon enters Scorpio 10:30 AM

03 Sunday September 28th - Moon enters Sagittarius 6:51 PM

PathfinderReport.com
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04 Wednesday October 1st - Moon enters Capricorn 12:42 AM

05 Friday October 3rd - Moon enters Aquarius 4:01 AM

06 Sunday October 5th - Moon enters Pisces 5:25 AM

A major fire trine between Jupiter in Leo and Uranus in Aries has been in place since the new
Moon on September 24th and will become even more significant as Mars in Sagittarius joins in
forming a grand trine in fire signs within the next week. Partners will look for mutually
acceptable goals and targets as they take actions which facilitate real solid foundation. There is
such a change going in Capricorn as indicated by Pluto in Capricorn that partners need to be
somewhat revolutionary in their approach to achieve their foundation. Those who are up to speed
with changes going occurring with social systems and community infrastructure will perhaps be
in a better position to make suggestions and decisions. The Moon in Capricorn can cause some
panic yet it is wise to be patient and accepting in terms of changes which are occurring. Hanging
onto the past can cause anxiety especially in terms of something shared in a partnership in the
past which now becomes increasingly obvious, it no longer fits. The way in which some deals
were done in the past is an example of something which can very likely be changing. Look for
new and inspiring ways to make deals and agreements with others. Integrity on the rise will be
supported by like minded individuals and will also bring an inspiring energy which can in turn
translate to clearly defined plans of actions, such shift in direction can eradicate unnecessary
panic. Regardless a feeling that something needs to be done now is a typical emotional reaction
whenever the Moon enters Capricorn and so we can ride this impulse in a positive useful way.
By allowing ourselves to focus on things which we feel are important and enjoyable for our
partnerships we can move our mutual agenda forward.

Libra can be a great socializing force. Libra enjoys social freedom and now with Aquarius ruling
planet Uranus transiting Aries a boldness toward socializing has been occurring. Those who find
themselves in satisfying partnerships are leadership candidates in this regard. Or those who
distain the joy of socializing are most likely absent of experiencing harmonious partnerships at
this time, yet this can change quickly. As we move through this Libra Moon cycle we will focus
on our partnerships one way or another, we will be given opportunities to increase or harmonize
our partnerships experiences. Notice how this leads toward joyful socializing. For example an
individual could increase partnership potential simply by visualizing wonderful social
experiences. Wonderful socializing experiences here refers to social freedom as opposed to
elitism, socializing which is an extension of one's self respect. If relationship energy has a sweet
spot that place is naturally and easily tuned into by accepting another for who they are without
the need to define them, when this occurs mutually a great time prevails. As the Moon transits
Aquarius we may become clearer as to those beliefs we are involved with segregate and limit
total social freedom. The Sun in Libra squares Pluto in Capricorn indicating drama in
partnerships related to major social changes, perhaps this is an opportunity to be mutually
supportive in the midst of challenging situations. Whenever Mercury is retrograde, begins
October 4th, a need for some to pay attention to what they are doing is called for, especially if
dramatic actions which are being taken demand this anyway, always intend safety.

Between October 5th and October 9th a grand trine in fire signs forms, Mars in Sagittarius,
retrograde Uranus in Aries, and Jupiter in Leo. At no point is the trine exact yet Aries ruling
planet Mars is highly active and will ignite activities supported by all three fire signs. As the
Moon transits Pisces and people everywhere receive the impulse to feel they will either allow

Mercury retrograde Saturday October 4th 1:03 PM
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and examine their feelings or alternatively attempt to avoid feelings by distracting themselves
with actions. The truth of existence is a bigger truth than man made truth. The presence of
Neptune in Pisces (2011 - 2025) is a major indicator of a grand change in humanity, people
everywhere are increasingly prioritizing compassion beyond linear logic. In other words the truth
of existence, that we are spirit having a human experience, is emotionally verified even if the
logic of humanity is in denial of this. The growing sense of compassion for all living things will
continue to gradually out run and out weigh ideals which are incapable of grasping the
connection between all things. Pisces Moon will trigger feelings in many as these feelings are
like messages which can make better sense to the individual when that individual is entertaining
the belief that we are all connected. In the mean time fear and denial management may have
many running and choosing actions as a way to avoid feeling.

A show down occurs between individuals who can't decide if they want a partnership or to
handle it alone. Whatever it may be is actually inconsequential as focus here is clearly on
accepting how people in partnerships are drawn to each other through the mutual energy they
share. The specific activity and events are not as important as the process. This is a particularly
interesting and surprising full Moon lunar eclipse. The Moon will conjunct Uranus in Aries at the
point of the eclipse indicating a major reality check for some, don't be surprised when the
unexpected occurs. Some will be shocked by what they experience with a partner. This is the
beginning of big time freedom for some yet it may be a little traumatic at first. Just know this is a
about freedom for the individual while at the same time it is about being harmonious in a
relationship. Relationships are not prisons, this is understood when the individuals involved are
clear that we mirror each other in many ways. Although things may happen really fast right now
it is also good to notice how one's energy is charged by a partnership, how an individual can go
from being somewhat inert to being very active because their character, their energy, is paralleled
in a partnership. Aries Moon transits will cause some to be concerned as to whether or not they
are taking action, being courageous, a bit of intention to be safe is always a good idea when
jumping into something suddenly. Be aware that some can be impatient when the Moon is in
Aries so again intend harmony and safety.

07 Tuesday October 7th - Moon enters Aries 6:08 AM
Full Moon Lunar eclipse in Aries Wednesday October 8th 6:52 AM

08 Wednesday October 9th - Moon enters Taurus 7:45 AM

Concerns regarding security can cause some to make extra efforts in their relating experiences.
Doubt as to whether or not a partnership is real occurs if a clear and simple sense of foundation
is not felt. The absence of security can trigger emotional reactions as this security testifies to the
functional truth of a partnership. In some family dramas parents as authority figures may have
teamed up and became more astute at directing matters which are important to them and those
their direction is aimed at. The sense that the intended result of team work direction is there or
not may be exaggerated right now as the Moon transits Taurus. There is, as typical in this Moon
cycle, a bigger than usual focus on partnerships and who is who, or who does what. The value of
being apart of a team may be considered now in terms of how functional the strategies are and
how mutual plans and objectives can be reached. A sense that there is a solid foundational
understanding is a very good thing right now as it means there will be great strides toward
mutual objectives and goals which follows. A negotiator with valuable wisdom may also be

retrograde Mercury ingress Libra Friday October 10th 1:28 PM
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present in some group situations where the value of specific members of a team are accessed.
The ability to fix things in any group or community situation where harmony is called for is
more likely now as long as those involved are serious about coming into agreeable terms. These
agreeable terms will be, ironically, simple, the solution so basic it was perhaps recently
overlooked.

Today, Saturday, tomorrow and the day following will be special for some as they increase their
relationship harmony. An unusual situation, or unexpected action, causes something to be said
which was not directly intended. The realization that another, either a partner or friend, is more
like you than first understood changes things. An ability to team up in an effective way begins by
sharing an idea or opening a conversation which was stalling in the past. An opportunity to clear
some past misunderstanding may be the way this new opportunity begins. With the Moon in
Gemini and Mercury retrograde conversation can be a bit bumpy however stay with it if it feels
like a break through in agreeable understanding is near. Whatever your situation know there are
favorable astrological placements indicating advancement in harmony favorable to those who
like being with others. With Mercury retrograde a concern that something was said wrong in the
past may pop into one's immediate awareness. You may say or hear something which was from
like yesterday and way back there and so why is it occurring here? Be patient and allow either
yourself or another to reiterate a past situation as it is most likely that if it is allowed to resurface
now it will be harmonized in a new special way and then finally forgotten. Now we can get on
with new spontaneous feel good situations with friends, colleagues, and partners.

A current relationship dynamic may be changing the way an individual thinks about themselves
in unexpected ways. The big theme right now, and for this entire Moon cycle and even this entire
year, is how independence is effective yet team work which accepts and acknowledges this
independence is being discovered and reinvented. Independence is being paralleled by
individuals who in turn are able to find mutual interests and create an effective team. Specifically
to this Moon in Cancer transit is the way in which an individual sees themself as valuable
through their work or public interaction. On the one hand there is an assertive independent
motivation affecting how things are communicated and on the other an increased sensitivity
toward the public. Sensitivity may be triggered as the typical routine and function of one's work
and job responsibilities become increasingly important. Some may simply be sensitive as to how
they are viewed by the public in terms of their ability to do their job properly. Many are
discovering how others are more like them in their challenges and desires than was previously
realized and it is this discovery which is affecting different areas of one's life. This is really about
public reputation and it is this which will be behind the words and action of many right now. The
way in which an individual comprehends their current relationships, especially new ones or
resurfacing ones, is likely affecting the way they service their need to be publicly acknowledged.
Ideally the individual will be sensitive to the needs of those they come to know though their
work without the need to seek validation or approval beyond what is expected from their
professional work.

A new way of seeing oneself in a relationship may feel good however the need to reexamine
ones self acceptance may parallel the experience. If there has been a rising sense of self
importance lately than this expansion may have to be looked at. A good feeling about a

09 Saturday October 11th - Moon enters Gemini 11:52 AM

10 Monday October 13th - Moon enters Cancer 7:31 PM

11 Thursday October 16th - Moon enters Leo 6:30 AM
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relationship or partnership may be more important right now, a concession may be made. The
need to accept or embrace a relationship feels real good while a sense of some long held
independent way of seeing oneself can be erased. Something which was wanting to be said
before but was not may be said now. If not said then it may be written or in some way
documented. This can be a good time for creative people who like to write as their mind will find
new ways to comprehend past events which have been glued to their internal dialogue. For some
it may be a matter of understanding how public image or one's social position is valued or seeing
more clearly how another is affected by their understanding of their social situation. Either way it
is a mirroring which is at play here. The feelings about personal and public importance of
another which is grand enough to trigger strong feelings is really about the self who has the
feeling even though it may seem to be about another. In some cases an individual who is well
known publicly becomes the focal point of many others as this well known individual is a sort of
archetype representing a common standardized identity which has become socially normalized.
Ideally the individual will realize their own personal relationships are growing in that the true
value and harmony can be felt and appreciated.

This has been a good Moon cycle for strengthening certain partnerships. It is during this Moon in
Virgo transit that certain details complete with critical opinion can surface. Perhaps there has
been a recent experience which nullifies some old concern as to how a partnership was
mechanically or logically understood. The feeling of harmonized energy in a partnership may
supersede these previously established mini-laws and as such a good laugh may be in order. At
least an ability to be bigger than one's immediate ego may have been experienced due to a
positive favorable partnership interchange. The questioning of one's logic, or the logic of
another, is more likely to be triggered during a Virgo Moon transit. An honest effort to make
sense of a partnership situation may bring this critical logic to a place of rebuilding an
understanding such that the needs and actions of another are understood relative to one's own
remarkable similar needs. In terms of the current Libra Moon cycle the Virgo Moon may direct
one to be clear about the beliefs of others and to be clear as to the difference between what is
one's own belief and what is that of another. A pressure or strain in one's ability to comprehend
the logic of another may be less necessary than initially thought. The manner in which
imagination and fantasy entertains is one thing, the manner in which fantasy is considered more
real by one person than another is a different thing. The challenge here may be to simply see that
people's beliefs, their fantasies, have a correlating logical scheme and to be able to move above
or outside the logical premise of fantasies which are distorting one's own ability to deal with
their specific responsibilities.

There has been a huge opportunity to experience relationships in a favorable way this Moon
cycle, this opportunity continues now as the Moon returns to Libra and we near the end of this
Moon cycle. Ideally individuals will realize how others not only share the same interest, they
also participate in independent actions in similar ways. An ability to notice parallel activity will
assist the individual in understanding the nature of relationship and partnership. The good feeling
of being involved with another who respects your uniqueness, and you theirs, is key to personal
evolution. The opportunity to realize how relationships and partnerships are about mirroring each

12 Saturday October 18th - Moon enters Virgo 7:09 PM

13 Tuesday October 21st - Moon enters Libra 7:13 AM
Sun ingress Scorpio Thursday October 23rd 7:58 AM
Venus ingress Scorpio Thursday October 23rd 4:53 PM
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other energetically is happening now and is likely behind the events which many now
experience. An increase in realizing self importance is indicted by Jupiter in Leo which can also
play out in a relating experience. It is key for the individual to realize their favorable, or perhaps
critical, opinion about another is also about themselves. Participating in multiple activities can
also increase now as these activities help define one's interest as they focus on their relationships
and the team work which some of these relationships facilitate. The way one person feels about
another will be shown in the actions they take, as if being dynamically involved in activities is
the new voice of partners. Some of these activities may be saying I like us to do things together,
or I am paying attention to what it is we both benefit from.

This particular period is a short 47 minutes long. The Moon cycle which is about to begin in
Scorpio will unleash many plans. Many things which have been in the wings for some time will
begin to move onto center stage now. Much if not all of the significance of these events will be
linked to or extended from processes which involve personal and shared security. This means
money and savings, where you live, job and income, contacts deals and agreements.
Astrologically Scorpio has been highlighted for some time, since September 2012 when the
Moon's north node made a Scorpio ingress and then followed by Saturn's Scorpio ingress
October 2012, and so the Sun's Scorpio ingress will bring much light to Scorpio things. Both
Venus and Pallas Athena will conjunct the new Moon at the very early degrees of this zodiac
sign. Those who have been diligent and clear about their security situation will move toward
increased realism in terms of bringing their objectives into physical reality. Those individual's
who align themselves with plans and actions of others which are built on integrity, fairness, and
mutual benefit, will experience a huge boost in their vision of harmony. Independent greed and
hording on the other hand are poised to take a huge reduction as a viable means of sustaining
security.

14 Thursday October 23rd - Moon enters Scorpio 5:11 PM
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Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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01 My partnership experiences bring me a sense of freedom.

02 I know when I have enough, I love to share.

03 My way of participating in independent actions is similar to the way others participate in
independent actions.

04 I know the logical boundaries of my fantasies.

05 I  am discovering new and inspiring ways to make deals and agreements with others.

06 I am noticing special potential in my partnership.

07 I love socializing.

08 I can clearly feel when it is the right time for me to be involved.

09 I a playful way life gives me indicators letting me know when it is time to consider
change.

10 I am sensitive to the needs of those I come to know though my work without the need to
seek approval beyond what is professionally expected.

11 The actions I take are guided by the bigger congruent picture of my ultimate goal.

12 I noticed special talents in those I work with.

13 My partner and I mirror each other in many ways.

14 As I let go of old boundaries I am able to implement new ones which are of value to me
now.

15 Sometimes it feels right to just pause and feel.

16 I have a we intended to do list already made up, when I feel like I need to do something I
go to this list.

17 My partner and I are able to adjust our domestic management priorities such that they are
in harmony with community changes.

18 My emotional reactions are important to me, I always take the time to see what it is I am
urging myself to remember.

19 Even when I go it alone I end up cooperating with others.

20 When I have an emotional reaction it tells me I need to do something I was not
previously intending.

21 My favorable, or perhaps critical, opinion about another is also about myself

Sample Intentions for
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